Cut-Away Machine Trapunto by Quilter Jan Hutchison, "First Frost"

Whether she is working on award-winning quilts with Gail Stepanek or working alone, Jan Hutchison creates amazing quilts. "First Frost" won 2nd Place in the Merit Quilting Category. It is based on designs by William Morris, so I guess she IS working with another award-winner.

Help Capt'n John out, What is "Metallic Glaze"??
First Frost
Jan Hutchison
Sedgwick, Kansas
USA

I designed this wholecloth quilt, inspired by the work of William Morris. It was quilted on linen with a metallic glaze. I used cut-away machine trapunto and a slightly contrasting thread to highlight the design. This was free-motion quilted on a longarm machine.

**Techniques:** Cut-away machine trapunto

**Materials:** Linen with metallic glaze, cotton, Superior So Fine thread, Hobbs wool batting

**Design Source:** Original